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ABSTRACT

Transboundary river agreements are middle range policies that
riparian states use for issue linkages. An agreement with a neighbor
over a river may be used to gain concessions for other bilateral issues,
such as favorable trade arrangements or support for some multilat-
eral policy. I study the problem of implementation of agreement,
which occurs when a riparian state can not implement a transbound-
ary river agreement because of opposition from domestic interest
group(s). I argue, using a three player non-cooperative game model,
that the likelihood of implementation, all things being equal, is higher
when the preferences of the domestic interest groups are incorpo-
rated into the water development projects that riparian states agree
to in a transboundary river agreement.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem of Implementation of Agreement

Water is one of the most precious and essential resource on our planet. A
Joint U.s Intelligence Report (2012) report concluded that during the next 10
years, many countries will experience water problems-shortages, poor water
quality, or floods-that will risk instability and state failure, and increase regional
tensions. According to the report, between now and 2040,water problems will
hinder the ability of key countries to produce food and generate energy, posing
a risk to global food markets and hobbling economic growth. Water has no
respect for sovereignty. A transboundary river can run through several states
(riparians), some upstream and some downstream, and an underground aquifer
can span several countries. Integrated development of a transboundary river can
increase benefits to riparian states over the benefits of unilateral development.
But optimal utilization of fresh water resources in a water basins is complicated
by the politics between/ among riparian states (LeMarquand, 1977).
According to LeMarquand, transboundary river policies are 'middle range'

policies often used as part of a basket of agreements between riparian states.
An agreement with a neighbor for a transboundary river scheme that a coun-
try wants may be used to gain concessions for other bilateral issues, such as
favorable trade agreements or support for some multilateral foreign policy. A
transboundary river agreement that is implementable is the end result of the
international and intranational negotiations (LeMarquand, 1977). LeMarquand
identified three sources of opposition to transboundary river agreements; politi-
cal leaders, national bureaucracies, and domestic interest groups. Opposition
from domestic interest groups has resulted in several problems of implemen-
tation of agreement in transboundary fishery agreements (LeMarquand, 1977;
Bcnvenisti. 1996).
The problem of implementation of agreement occurs when a signed trans-

boundary river agreeement cannot be implemented because of opposition from
a domestic interest group(s). These groups are often riparian groups that will
experience significant cultural change when a river course is altered to fill a
reservoir, or dry land is flooded to construct a dam for the purpose of exporting
hydro-electricity or reservoir water from one riparian country to another. Only
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sovereign states can sign transboundary agreements (International Law Com-
mission, 1994,article 4). However, it is not clear at which point, before or after
an agreement between both states, to invite the domestic interest group(s) to the
negotiating table.

On June 16, 2010, Brazil and Peru signed a US$20 billion transboundary
hydro-electricity agreement (Appendix). 1 The agreement is to last for 50years,
and it called for the development of 6 dams and other 'necessary infrastruc-
ture' in Peruvian Amazonian territory for the production of 6000megawatts of
electricity, primarily for the export of electric energy to Brazil." Brazil assumed
responsibility for financing the project through its development banks, and
Brazilian companies (Odebrecht, and Egasur) were contracted to design and
build the dams. Since the agreement was signed, a homogenous opposition?
from Amazonian indigenous communities that will be displaced has led to the
cancellation of 3 of the proposed dams. Themomentum of the Indian opposition
has also led to the passing of a new Peruvian law that now requires the govern-
ment to consult with Indigenous peoples before any development or mining
project is implemented in the Peruvian Amazon, the ancestral home of Peruvian
Indians.

Non-economic factors are generally more critical to the planning of coopera-
tive basin use (Ross et al., 2006;LeMarquand, 1977, 132).As Jones et al. (1999,
138) put it, the linkages between the physical/biotic environment and human
subsistence and settlement are sufficientlytight to warrant serious consideration
of environmental change as a potentially important factor in explanations of
cultural change. When the flow pattern of a river changes and riparian com-
munities have to be relocated, the community's socio-economic dependence on
the river for agriculture, human consumption and ecological stability must be
reorganized or reconstructed in a different geographical location.

As Raiffa (1982,18) said, "certainly, the modes of behavior one should expect
when discussing a point of disagreement with one's spouse or business part-
ner are different from those one can expect to occur between firms or between
countries or between extortionist and victim." In this thesis I use a three player
non-cooperative game model, and two case studies (Amazon River Basin and
Tigris-Euphrates Rivers Basin) for the exposition of the problem of implementa-
tion of transboundary river agreements. The two contributions of this thesis are

ITo the best of my knowledge, this is the only existing English copy of the agreement.
2A homogenous opposition results when an international agreement bears evenly on the

domestic interest group, such as in wage negotiations. Heterogenous opposition results when
the international agreement bears unevenly on the domestic interest group. For example in 1919,
some Americans opposed the Versailles Treaty because it was too harsh on the defeated powers
and others because it was too lenient (Putnam, 1988, 443, footnote).
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as follows;

1. I ask the following questions; what is the problem of implementation
of transboundary river agreements? What can be done to prevent this
problem?

The conceptual framework is conflict resolution and the methodology
used involves three steps; first I construct a dynamic three player non-
cooperative game model. Second, I use the Theory of Revealed Preference
to construct a preference matrix, which is a ranking of the published
preferences of the players. Third, I implement a 'vote' according to the in-
stitutional framework provided by current international water law, where
'vote' is taken to mean the honest revelation of a preference over an issue.
I show in Chapter 2 that assuming the domestic interest group will hon-
estly reveal its preference during transboundary river negotiations, then
the likelihood of implementation of a transboundary river agreement is
higher, all things been equal, when the preferences of the domestic interest
group(s) are incorporated into the proposed transboundary water devel-
opment projects. Moreover, if honest domestic group preference can not
be obtained, then restructuring of negotiations can reduce the likelihood
of the problem of implementation of transboundary river agreement.

2. This thesis is also intended as an exposition of the problem of implementa-
tion of transboundary river agreements, particularly when political leaders
and domestic interest groups have different policy preferences. Canepa
(2008) argued that the success of the indigenous indians highlights the
synergy between the internet age and the global environmental movement.
Climate change and increasingworld population suggests that the problem
of implementation of transboundary river agreement may occur often in
the near future.

In the rest of this section I provide some related work, and in Chapter 2 I
provide the conceptual analytic model. Chapter 3 is where I describe a method-
ology to restructure water conflict,which is then used for a descriptive analysis
of the Amazon River Basin conflict. Chapter 4 is a prescriptive analysis of the
Tigris-Euphrates Water Basin conflict, and conclusion is given in Chapter 5. A
copy of the transboundary agreement between Peru and Brazil is available in
the appendix A
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Figure 1.1:Map of Lesotho

1.2 Related Work

Transboundary river agreements have been used in the past to alleviate water
scarcity, and facilitate economic development. In the next two sections I review
literature on two existing transboundary river agreements in southern Africa.

1.2.1 Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP)

Figure 1.1 is the map of the kingdom of Lesotho, a small country, with a
population of 2.1million, that is completely surrounded by South Africa. Lesotho
receives more rainfall because of its high elevation (3,281feet) relative to South
Africa's major population hubs. The bi-national treaty on the Lesotho Highlands
Water Project (LHWP) between the Kingdom of Lesotho and the Republic of
South Africa was signed in Maseru, the capital of Lesotho, on October 24th, 1986.
The purpose of the Project was to store, regulate, divert and control the flow
of the Senqu/ Orange River and its effluents in Lesotho in order to effect the
delivery of specified quantities of water to South Africa's industrial heartland
in Johannesburg and Pretoria. The delivery system is also used to generate
hydro-electric power. The two governments agreed that water deliveries to
South Africa from Sub-phase lA of the Project shall be due to commence in 1995,
and water deliveries to South Africa from Sub- phase IE of the Project shall be
due to commence in 2002 (Treaty on the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, 1986,
article 4,5).

The project was financed by the World Bank at a total cost of US$2.4billion.
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But Horta (1995) argues that, though Lesotho was the nominal borrower, it
lacked the credit worthiness to qualify for the loan. However, South Africa,
subject at the time of the loan to international economic sanctions due to its
Apartheid regime, agreed to service the debt and repay the loans. Under Sub-
phase 1A of the LHWP 3, 20,000mountain people in Lesotho, recognized by
the World Bank as some of the poorest peoples in the world, lost all or part of
their fields and grazing lands which are central to their livelihoods. And a larger
number of people became "development refugees" as subsequent phases was
implemented (3-4).

Meama and Reynolds (1995);Swatuk (2002, 2005); Elizabeth (2007) argue
that the water scarcity in Southern Africa is socially constructed because water
use and development in the region follows the path of development established
during the colonial era. The roots of water shortage in the region are historical,
the result of deliberate action taken in the interest of settlers and colonial interest.
According to Swatuk (2002,509)"the attempt to recreate Europe in Africa meant
that indigenous food crops and farming methods were displaced for European
ones, resulting in the substitution of draught resistant native crops for 'water-
guzzling' beverage crops.

African access to water resources was further complicated by widespread
dispossession of land via colonial 'land-grabs.' The colonial settler impact
has resulted in large populations congregating relatively far from adequate
freshwater resources. Water in Southern Africa, the authors argue, "is merely a
pool reflecting back to us the contradictory faces of unlimited privilege for the
few and limitless poverty for the many." Thus, the infrastructure that has grown
up around water resource gives preference to white settlers in both urban and
rural settings, as well as to industry, mining and large-scale agriculture.

3Sub-phase IA shall comprise the following components located in Lesotho: a storage dam
on the Malibamatso River at Katse, approximately 2,5 krn downstream of its confluence with
the Bokong River, forming the Katse Reservoir; a hydro-electric power complex situated in
the general location of the Halala River and Nqoe River catchment area comprising a power
station, related waterways, by-pass facilities for the delivery of water during non-generating
periods and a headpond dam near Sentelina on the Nqoe River if necessitated by the design
of the hydro-electric power complex; a water transfer tunnel connecting Katse Reservoir with
the hydro-electric power complex; a tailpond dam on the Hololo or Ngoe River to regulate
the discharges of the hydro-electric power station and serve as a break pressure reservoir; a
delivery tunnel connecting the tailpond dam with the Designated Outlet Point; the terminal
structure at Katse for the Sub-Phase IB tunnel connecting the Mohale and Katse Reservoirs; an
inlet structure for the Phase II transfer tunnel corrnecting Katse Reservoir with the hydro-electric
power complex; the Phase II intake structure of the hydro-electric power station if so required;
the Mashai-Katse pump station outfall at Katse Reservoir; a common delivery tunnel intake at
the tailpond dam to serve the delivery tunnels of Phase I and any other phases; a transmission
line connecting the switching station at the hydro-electric power station with the Maseru load
centre; access roads to the Project sites; and ancillary facilities such as the administration and
control centre at the hydroelectric power station, as well as camps and other amenities at the
main Project sites (Treaty on the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, 1986, Annexure 1).
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Mwangi (2007) concluded that the hydro-strategic interest of the political
elites in Lesotho and South Africa outweigh social and environmental con-
siderations in Lesotho, thereby constituting a threat to human security. The
international treaty that established the LWHP agreement was signed by the
Apartheid government of South Africa, and the military government in Lesotho,
which the South African government helped to bring to power (Mwangi, 2007;
Horta, 1995, 9). The construction of the project, according to Mwangi, has re-
sulted in 'ecocide,' the deliberate destruction of the natural environment through
various human activities that endanger human life.

1.2.2 Cahora Bassa Dam (CBD)

Mozambique is a former Portuguese colony that gained independence on
June 25, 1975. Mozambique borders South Africa in the south, and it is the last
riparian state on the Zambezi River (Figure 1.2),one of the most dammed rivers
in the world. In September of 1969,Portugal, the colonial ruler ofMozambique,
signed an agreement with South Africa to export electricityto South Africa from
the Cahora Bassa dam on the Zambezi River in Mozambique. The agreement
was replaced with a tri-national agreement in May 1984that included the now
independent state of Mozambique. Under the new agreement, Portugal trans-
ferred its ownership of the Cahora Bassa to a state owned Portuguese company
(Treaty on the Cahora Bassa Project, 1984).
Cahora Bassa Dam is the last dam on the Zambezi River.The dam generates

up to 2,075MV of electricity,majority of which is exported to South Africa and
another portion to Zimbabwe. Only about one fifth of total generated electricity
is used in Mozambique (Isaacman and Sneddon, 2010). According to Fauvet
(2000),the transmission lines from the Cahora BassaDam bypass Maputo, the
capital of Mozambique, and run directly to South Africa, the main buyer of
electricity from the dam.
Ngambi (2006) of the Economic Justice Network argue that disregard for

sustainable use of the Zambezi River by wealthier and more powerful South
Africa and Portugal is leading Mozambique into a serious ecological crisis. The
governments of Portugal and South Africa, he adds, "owe Mozambique an
ecological debt"(5). Isaacman and Sneddon (2010,600)argue that the building
of Cahora Bassa is about an authoritarian colonial state willing and able to use
the full weight of its coercive power to achieve a set of economic and strategic
objectives which Lisbon believed would enable it to strengthen its hold over
Mozambique. The Cahora Bassa Dam, they note, was designed to sustain the
flow of energy to South Africa's cities and industries, and the flow of payments
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Figure 1.2: Map of Mozambique

from South Africa to state coffers in colonial Mozambique.
Until 2007, Portugal owned 82 per cent of the Cahora Bassa dam through its

firm, Hidroelectrica de Cahora Bassa (HCB), while the government of Mozam-

bique owned only 18 percent of shares in the dam (Ngambi, 2006). The Por-

tuguese government took a strong stand against giving ownership of the dam to
Mozambique unless it (Portugal) is repaid in full a debt of US$2 billion, which
includes the cost of constructing the dam, and lost revenue during the 1975 to
1986 Civil War in which some Mozambican groups began to blame Portugal for

almost five centuries of exploitation (13). In 2007 the Portuguese Government
relented and sold some of its stake in the Cahora Bassa Dam to Mozambique,

though it retained 15 per cent ownership in the dam.
The Cahora Bassa Dam was the last great colonial project in Africa (Isaac-

man and Sneddon, 2010). The project was designed to export cheap energy to
South Africa, and it "represented Lisbon's reaffirmation that it was committed to

remaining in African no matter what the cost. The hydro-electric project symbol-
ized and cemented the security alliance between the Portuguese colonial state

and the apartheid regime (Bulkley and Kirchkoff, 2006; Braganca and Depekhin,
1986). According to Isaacman and Sneddon (2010, 631) "the modernist ideology

of the colonial state, coupled with the powerful logic of turning flowing water

into electricity into capital, guaranteed that the horrific labor conditions during
construction, social disruption of entire communities and ecological devastation
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were mere afterthoughts."

Is the Problem of Implementation of Agreement Always Bad?
One observation from the two cases cited above is that transboundary river

agreements are long-term agreements. The water infrastructures that result due
to transboundary river agreements are almost never reversed, nor are they easily
reversible due to human population dependence on the signed transboundary
agreement. It is difficult to wean off the domestic, agricultural, and industrial
dependence in Pretoria and Johannesburg on the imported water and electric-
ity from Lesotho and Mozambique without it leading to major problems for
South Africa, and the region as a whole. Elizabeth (2007,7) pointed out that
any as~essment of the success of a transboundary river agreement needs to
also account for how the benefits and burdens of cooperation are distributed
between populations over time. One lesson learned from these two cases is
that the displaced riparian interest group's ability to bargain for compensation
is strongest before implementation of the transboundary river agreement, and
weakest after the agreement is implemented. One may attribute the quality of
these two agreements to the nature of the governments in power in Mozam-
bique, Lesotho and South Africa at the time. But these two cases suggest that
it is sometimes desirable to have the problem of implementation of agreement
in order for the displaced riparian communities to get a second opportunity to
bargain for compensation.

According to the regional water policy of the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC), a regional organization of 15 states, one of the challenges
of water resource development in the region is the "historical uneven devel-
opment of water resources" (Southern Africa Development Community, 2005,
Exe. Summ. 4, vi). Giordano, Giordano, and Wolf (2002,306),in their study of
the geographical complexities of water conflict and cooperation, identified the
"need to consider the often distinct historical and political conditions within a
basin if water relations are to be well understood." Mindful of this identified
need, I develop in chapter 2 a dynamic analytic model of transboundary river
negotiations. The model together with two case studies (Amazon and Tigris-
Euphrates basin) is then used to examine the problem of implementation of
transboundary river agreement.
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CHAPTER 2

LIKELIHOOD OF IMPLEMENTATION OF TRANSBOUNDARY
RIVER AGREEMENT

In this chapter, I develop the analytical model by which I show that imple-
mentation of a transboundary agreement is more likely when the preferences
of the riparian interest groups that will be affected are incorporated into the
proposed water projects specified in transboundary river agreement. I start with
some relevant background material in Section 2.1 to 2.3, and then describe the
conceptual conflictmodel in Section 2.4. But first, it is helpful to restate the three
steps of the methodology of analysis;

1. First, develop a dynamic three player non-cooperative game model

2. Second, construct a preference matrix using the Theory of Revealed Prefer-
ence. This matrix is a ranking of the published preferences of the players.

3. Third, implement a 'vote,' where vote means the honest revelation of a
preference over an issue.

2.1 Power Asymmetry

Traditional analysts equate power with force. But according to Zartman (1997,
228), this definition is "ideological, inaccurate, and narrowing. The conception of
power as force alone is ideological because it becomes a justification for violence.
It is inaccurate because it denies the power of other causes. And it is narrowing
in that it divides political science from its own subject, since force as power is
of no help in analyzing intra-state as opposed to interstate politics. Force is
indeed an element of power, a factor of importance, but it stands with others in
producing the same effect." Zartman argues for a conceptualization of power
as "action by one party intended to produce movement by another." This frees
the hands of the analyst and enables the study of the components of power and
its results. Consider for example the Amazon River Basin conflict. In order to
facilitate analysis of the problem of implementation of agreement, Putnam (1988,
436) decomposes the conflict into level 1 and level 2,which corresponds to the
international and domestic phases of negotiations as depicted in Figure 2.3.
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Putnam calls Peru the 'chief-negotiator' because Peru must simultaneously be
present at both negotiating tables.

Figure 2.3: Transboundary River Negotiation Schema

'Chief-negotiator'

B International Ir ( I Pr I
Domestic P I=...::..:==.:c,: r

Br - Brazil
Pr- Peru
PrJ - Peruvian indigenous Indians

The power of the indigenous Indians is demonstrated by Peru's involuntary
defection on the transboundary agreement with Brazil. "This is the the behavior
of an agent who is unable to deliver on a promise because of failed ratification"
(Putnam, 1988, 438). Ratification "may entail a formal voting procedure at
Level 2, such as the constitutionally required two-thirds vote of the Ll.S, Senate
for ratifying treaties, but the term is used generically to refer to any decision-
process, democratic and undemocratic, at Level 2 that is required to endorse or
implement a Level I agreement, whether formally or informally. The actors at
Level 2may represent bureaucratic agencies, interest groups, social classes, or
even public opinion" (436). Putnam notes that ratification is the theoretical link
between level 1 and 2.

The 'power' of Peruvian indigenous Indians may be better conceptualized as
an 'accidental power,' a sort of power that the Indians just happen to have and
could lack. The first reason for this approach is the global warming and climate
change movement, which has helped to keep indigenous peoples issues in the
International consciousness. What is being overlooked, Canepa (2008,18)stated,
is the fact that" Amazonian indigenous movements developed largely in con-
nection with a global sphere of indigenous politics, and working in conjunction
with international environmentalist agents." The world is a much smaller place
today, and the 'global sphere of indigenous politics' may well be an unintended
consequence of the internet age.

Second, opposition by indigenous Indians generate negative international
publicity, which creates reputation problems for Peru and Brazil. In June 2009,
more than 30 police officers and indigenous protesters were killed, and more
than 200were injured in Bagua, in the Peruvian Amazon, after months of demon-
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strations over the sale of rainforest for oil and mining exploitation turned violent
(Amnesty International, 2012;Cabitza, 2011). Brazil may have lower tolerance
relative to Peru for negative international attention to the transboundary project,
so that association with Brazilmay temper the power of political leaders in Peru,
to the benefit of the indigenous Indians. What seems like the 'power of the
Indians, may in fact be the convergence of factors external to Peru. The notion
of accidental power frees our hands to consider both international factors and
domestic factors that converge to yield what we would like to call the 'power'
of the indigenous Indians.

2.2 Utility & Ordinal Payoffs

Utility is a measure of satisfaction that an agent receives from consuming
a good or service. There are two approaches to utility analysis. The first is the
cardinal approach, which is the "method ofmeasuring utility in terms of cardinal
numbers such as 1,2,3, etc." Money can measure utility in the cardinal approach.
The second is the ordinal approach, which is the method of measuring utility in
ordinal numbers such as 1, II, III, etc." (Sharma, 2009,8). Ordinal numbers are
what we.refer to when we say that something comes first, second, third etc. One
key difference between these two approaches that is of interest in this analysis is
that, ranking or order of arrangement matters in the ordinal approach, while in
the cardinal approach ranking does not matter. I borrow the following argument
from Aristotle to demonstrate the concept of ranking;

"...some things consist of parts, having position with respect to each
other, but others of parts not having position; thus the parts of a line
have relative position, for each of them lies some where, and you
can distinguish, and set out, where each lies in a superficies (surface),
and to which part of the rest, it is joined. On the contrary, in respect
of number, it is impossible for anyone to show that its parts have
any relative position, or that they are situated anywhere, or which of
the parts are joined to each other. Youwould rather say that numbers
have a certain order because one, is reckoned before two, and two
is reckoned before three, and so it may have a certain order, but you
can, by no means, assume, that it has position." (Aristotle, 1908,16)

Ifwe replace 'things' with 'utility,'- 'line' with 'ordinal'- and 'number' with
'cardinal,' then Aristotle's argument above explains the concept of ranking, an
intrinsic property of the ordinal approach to utility analysis.
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A river can mean different things to different groups of people because the
way that people think (beliefs, values, practices) about nature affects the way
they act on it (Faure et al., 1993;Ross et al., 2006). To a politician interested in
hydro-electricity production, a river may be no more than a resource, but to the
riparian communities near the river, the same river may be the source of strongly
held beliefs and customs." Environmental decision making is not utility-based,
driven by calculations of monetary value, but rather is meaning-based, driven
by peoples understandings of their relationship with the rest of nature "(Ross
et al., 2006,21).

It is necessary to compare utility in this analysis and the argument above
about 'meaning-based vs. utility-based conceptualization of nature suggests
the notion of ordinal utility as a means for interpersonal comparisons of utility
(Binmore, 1994,259-282).Ordinal payoffs, the ranking of the outcomes of a game,
seem to be more suitable for the analysis of transboundary river negotiations
because it is interested only in the order of the preferences of players as opposed
to the intensity of preferences (cardinal payoffs). Using ordinal payoffs for the
analysis of transboundary river negotiations, as opposed to cardinal payoffs,
also provides some consistency with Franz Boas' principle of cultural relativism
which instructs.us to "withhold from judging the behavior of members of other
cultures and instead should engage in understanding people's behavior on the
basis of their own models of the world, the way they themselves make sense of
it" (Ross et aI., 2006,10).

2.3 Revealed Preference Theory

A fundamental axiom of ordinal utility is that choice reveals preference
(Majumdar, 1956,1). The theory of revealed preferences takes choice behavior as
primitive. As Binmoredescribes it, when using the theory of revealed preference,
"one observes some of the choices that a player makes and then argues that the
player is making choices as though he/she was equipped with a preference
relation" (Binmore, 1994, 106). The choices made prior by a player publishes
his/her preferences. For example, suppose that a player with fixed income
desires to purchase good A or good B.Though good A and good B cost the same,
the player chooses to buy good A instead of good B. According to revealed
preference theory, it is said that the player prefers good A to good B.The choice
that the player made is said to have revealed the preference relation A >- B.
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2.4 Metagame Model

Meta is an english prefix that originates from the greek prefix meta- (vETa'). Ac-
cording to Merriam-Webster dictionary, meta means "after, beyond, behind, and
it is usually used with the name of a discipline to designate a related discipline
designed to deal critically with the original one." For example, 'metaphysics,' the
study of what is beyond the physical, is a conjunction of 'meta' and 'physics.':' I
use this prefix here because in Chapter 3 we will learn about a concept called
culture, and use the knowledge gained to better understand the interactive game
model in this Chapter.

The conceptual model of analysis is a dynamic three player non-cooperative
game4 Each player is a group and group choice is taken as aggregate of in-
dividual choice. But it is better to avoid ascribing strategic action to groups
(Scharpf, 1997). "Group choice is not itself an object of anyone's purposeful
choice. Group choice refers to the joint effect of coordinated action expected by
the participating individuals" (54). Nevertheless, groups could be modeled as
responding in a predictable fashion to the moves of actors that are capable of
strategic action (Scharpf, 1997, 52-54).
. Consider for example the Amazon river basin case. Figure 2.1 is a preference

matrix for all three players. Brazil's first choice, as demonstrated by the signed
agreement, is electricity. And its second choice can be taken to be development
for Peru, after all, Brazil will only get it's first choice (electricity) when Peru can
faithfully implement plans to develop its Amazon rivers to the benefit of all
Peruvians. So we have that E >- B, D >-B, I'll, which reads "Brazil prefers E
to D and prefers D to W," where;

E - electricity
D - "development for Peru"
W - "welfare of indigenous Indians"

Similarly, for Peru, we have that D >-P, IV >- Pr E, Which reads, "peru
prefers 'development for Peru' to 'welfare for Indians,' and prefers "welfare
of indians" to electricity for Brazil." For the Peruvian indigenous Indians, we
have that, VIi >- Prj D >- »-: E, which reads "Peruvian indigenous Indians

3According to Octavius Freire, the translator of Aristotle's Organon, "Aristotle employs the
term 'Metaphy' as the summum genus, under which, by continued abstraction of differences, all
things may be comprehended as a common universal." (Aristotle, 1908, 6)

4There can be more than two riparian states in a water basin, but only two riparian states are
modeled for simplicity of illustration. The methodology can be extended to multiple riparian
players without much complication.

sIt is possible that Peru's second and third choices are interchanged, so that, D -<'P1' E >-- B1'
TiV. But this does not affect our analysis.
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Table2.1: Ordinal utility representation of preferences for Brazil (Br), Peru (Pr),
and Peruvian indigenous Indians (PrI).

Player

Preference Br Pr PrI

First choice E o w

Second choice 0 w o
Third choice W E E

prefer 'welfare for indigenous Indians' to 'development for Peru' and prefers
'development for Peru' to electricity for Brazil.

All states agree that only riparian nations have any legal right, apart from a
stipulated agreement, to use the water of a river (International Law Commission,
1994, artA). This imposes two institutional constraints on the analytical model; l.
two players must vote first, and 2. one can not meaningfully ascribe the capacity
to vote to the domestic interest group. But we can interprete 'vote' as having
each player reveal his/her preference honestly (Shepsle and Bonchek, 1997,41).
Suppose we now take a 'vote,' where 'vote' means that two of the three players
honestly reveal their preferences. There are 3 possibilities for which pair of
players can vote first;

a. Brazil and Peru PoliticalLeaders vote first (Br and Prj

This is the current situation in the Amazon River basin. Brazil and Peru did
in fact vote first by signing a transboundary hydro-electric agreement. But as
we have seen, this led to the problem of implementation of agreement. After
the agreement was signed and the Indians determined that 'welfare for indians'
is not part of 'development for Peru' (Hi ct D), they mounted a homogenous
opposition that led to the problem of implementation of agreement.

b. Peru Political Leaders and Peruvian Indians vole first (Pr and PrI)

Peru will vote 0 (development for Peru) and Peruvian Indians will vote W
(welfare for Indians). Brazil, the provider of funding for the project, will only
provide funding if its electricity needs are met in Peru's development plans.
Under this scenario the 'chicf-ncgotator ' (Peru) is faced with two problems that
can greatly increase transaction cost:
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1. Reconciliation of Preferences

The first problem that Peru faces is that, as the' chief-negotiator,' Peru
must reconcile its own preference with the preference of the indigenous
Indians, and also reconcile its preference with Brazil's preference. Recall
that Putnam (1988) decomposed the game depicted in Figure 2.3 into
level 1(Peru and Brazil) and level 2 (Peru and indigenous Indians). Since
Brazil has to vote last in this case, a previously ratified agreement with the
Indians may not be acceptable to Brazil,and vice versa if Peru takes a new
agreement back to the Indians. As Putnam (1988,437)put it "a preliminary
Levell agreement cannot be amended at Level 2 without reopening the
Level 2 negotiations. In other words, final ratification must be simply
"voted" up or down; any modification to the Level I agreement counts as a
rejection, unless that modification is approved by all other parties to the
agreement. "

2. Reverberation

Reverberation occurs when international pressures echoes back to cause
a backlash in domestic politics (454).According to Putnam, "It would be
a mistake for political scientists to mimic most economists' disregard for
the suasive element in negotiation. Given the pervasive uncertainty that
surrounds many international issues, messages from abroad can change
minds, move the undecided, and hearten those in the domestic minor-
ity." Reverberation could happen intentionally or unintentionally. If the
Indians reveal their preference first before Brazil, attempts by Peru to rec-
oncile its preference with Brazil's preference can echo back into domestic
negotiations. Putnam admits that the decomposition of the game into
levelland level 2 is convenient but misleading. "The phenomenon of
reverberation precludes one attractive short-cut to modeling two-level
games. If national preferences were exogenous from the point of view of
international relations, then the domestic political game could be modeled
separately, and the' outputs' from that game could be used as the 'inputs'
to the international game (Putnam, 1988,455-456).

c. Brazil and Peruvian Indians vote first (Brand PrI)

When Brazil and the Peruvian Indians vote first by honestly revealing their
preferences, Brazil will vote E (electricity), and the indigenous Indians will vote
W (welfare of Indians). From a strategic point of view their are three benefits for
Peru, the' chief-negotiator,' to vote last; first, when Brazil and the indigenous
Indians vote first, Peru can use the know ledge of the revealed preferences of
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Brazil and the Indians to adjust its preference until it can vote a choice that is
acceptable to both the indigenous Indians and to Brazil.

Second, observe that ratification by the Peruvian Indians pits a proposed
transboundary river scheme, not against an array of other attractive alterna-
tives, but only against "no-agreement." The cost of 'no-agreement' for the
Indians is zero, since 'no-agreement' represents the status quo, but the cost of
'no-agreement for Peru is the reputational costs of involuntary defection. In-
terest groups that have low cost of 'no-agreement' are more skeptical of level
1 agreements" and are more likely to vote against ratification. (Putnam, 1988,
442).

The cost of 'no-agreement' increases for the indigenous Indians when they
vote first because reputational cost increases for the indigenous Indians and
their international helpers. Mapstone (2011,2) of the Financial Times observed
that international groups such as Amazon Watch and International Rivers have
enabled the Peruvian indigenous Indians to oppose the proposed dams on
environmental and social grounds. These grounds for opposition are weakened
when the indigenous Indians vote first and their preference is incorporated into
the proposed plan. The support from 'the international group is concentrated
now in helping the Indians oppose the proposed hydro-electric project. Butwhen
the Indians vote first, it forces their international helpers to concentrate their
support in helping the Indians develop their preference (welfare for Indians).

Third, by the time Peruvian political leaders announced the hydro-electric
agreement with Brazil it was too late to accommodate concessions, which facili-
tated the emergence of a homogenous Indian preference to oppose the agreement
and vote against ratification. When indigenous Indians vote first and reveal
their preference, practitioners can use these revealed preferences to create al-
ternatives. The example that Putnam (1988,444) provides does not loose its
luster if repeated here. Consider two different distributions of constituents'
preferences as between three alternatives: A, B,and no-agreement. If 45 percent
of the constituents rank these A >- no-agreement >- B, 45 percent rank them B
>- no-agreement >- A , and 10percent rank them B >- A >- no-agreement, then
both A and Bare alternatives that would be ratified if presented for Indian vote,
even though Bwould win in a simple Level 2 only game. On the other hand,
if 90percent rank the alternatives A >- no-agreement >- B,while 10percent still
rank them B >- A >- no-agreement, then only A would be ratified if presented for
indian vote.

Using the Amazon River Basin conflict as case study within the current set-
tings of international water law, I have argued in this chapter that the likelihood
of implementation of agreement is highest when Brazil and the Peruvian Indians
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vote first and honestly reveal their preferences. In doing so I have assumed
for analytical convenience that indigenous Indians will ( or could) honestly
reveal their preference. This may be difficult (if not impossible) to obtain in real-
ity. In the next chapter I propose a methodology to restructure the negotiating
environment which may help to alleviate this problem.
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CHAPTER 3

RESTRUCTURING WATER CONFLICT

Two reasons can be cited for why the indigenous Indians may not honestly
reveal their preference prior to implementation stage; first, recall that all states
have agreed that only sovereign states can sign transboundary river agreements.
Until the time when implementation is scheduled to start, the Indians will likely
not be bothered enough to present a homogeneous opposition. Second, even
if the Indians are prodded to vote, this may still not generate enough Indian
passion to yield a honest vote, as opposed to when the bulldozers arrive to
begin excavation. Putnam (1988,454) observed that "much of what happens
in any bargaining situation involves attempts by the players to restructure the
game and to alter one another's perceptions of the costs of no-agreement and the
benefits of proposed agreements." Itmay be easier to restructure the negotiating
environment such that we are situated on an 'interest-based' bargaining path as
opposed 'to an 'issue-based' bargaining path.

3.1 Methodology

Consider that there are two stages of negotiations that the 'chief-negotiator'
must pass through. I'll call the first stage the 'pre-negotiation' stage, and the
second stage the' actual-negotiation' stage. Figure 3.1 is a conceptual schema.
The goal of this methodology is to restructure negotiations so that at the end of
the pre-negotiation stage, players are on the path of interest-based bargaining
when they enter the 'actual-negotiation stage.' As Rothman (2010)put it, "in
the pre-negotiation stage, disputants organize stories and share metaphors, they
share their core values, needs and concerns in such a way that the other side
can recognize them (e.g.,why water matters to each side so much and how their
identities and cultures are based upon it)." Rothman calls this, the 'cultural
conflict discourse or storytelling.'

The superiority of 'interest-based' bargaining path to 'issue-based' bargain-
ing can be observed from the relationship between the 'value-creation' and
'value-claiming' processes in any negotiation. Uncertainty is pervasive in trans-
boundary river negotiations, and the potential value of integrated water basin
development is not fully obvious to the competing riparians at the outset. "The
processes of exploring mutually beneficial agreements, improving them jointly,
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Figure 3.4: Conflict Restructuring Schema
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securing and sustaining them, and preventing escalation can collectively be
called 'value-creating" (Sebenius, 1992,334). And 'value-claiming' is the com-
petitive process whereby players try to claim the largest share of the disputed
goods.

According to Sebenius, these two processes are inseparable, but analysts
have often made the mistake of viewing the processes as distinct and seperable.
"The strategies that tend to be effective in claiming value tend to be highly dys-
functional for creating value. As a result, competitive moves to claim value tend
to drive out cooperative moves to create it jointly" (Sebenius. 1992,336).A river
system is unique from another river system. The interest-based bargaining path
is the path that maximizes 'value-creation' among players during transboundary
negotiations over a particular river. In the next section I will introduce the sub-
ject of culture, after which I use the Amazon case to demonstrate an approach
that practitioners can employ to learn about a group and its culture in order to
reduce uncertainty and start creating value.

3.2 Group Characteristics

I introduce the subject of culture with Marco Polo's account of his visit to the
Province of Malabar in present day India;

"The following extraordinary custom prevails at this place. When
a man who has committed a crime, for which he has been tried
and condemned to death, upon being led to execution, declares his
willingness to sacrifice himself in honour of some idol, his relations
and friends immediately place him in a kind of chair, and deliver
to him twelve knives of good temper and well sharpened. In this
manner they carry him about the city,proclaiming, with loud voice,
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that this brave man is about to devote himself to a voluntary death,

from motives of zeal for the worship of the idol.

Upon reaching the place where the sentence of the law would have

been executed, he snatches up two of the knives, and crying out, 'I.

devote myself to death in honour of such idol,' hastily strikes one

of them into each thigh, then one into each arm, two into the belly,

and two into the breast. Having in this manner thrust all the knives

but one into different parts of his body, repeating at every wound the

words that have been mentioned, he plunges the last of them into his
heart, and immediately expires. As soon as this scene has been acted,

his relations proceed, with great triumph and rejoicing, to burn the
body; and his wife, from motives of pious regard for her husband,

throws herself upon the pile, and is consumed with him. Women

who display this resolution are much applauded by the community,

as, on the other hand, those who shrink from it are despised and

reviled" (Polo, 1926,289).

Individuals are born into a world that is already culturally constituted. Each

person must undergo his/her own cultural construction of self. "The actions
of an individual depend directly on the way in which the individual perceives

the situation, and the character of the group which dominates the behavior of

the individual in this situation" (Lewin, 1948, 139-148). As Robertchek and

Robertchek (1998, 117) put it, "We come into this world with neither a map nor

plan, but we must rapidly acquire both because we will soon have to know and
be able to to perform the roles required by the sequence of social statuses that

we quickly begin to assume (son or daughter, brother or sister, husband, wife,

hunter etc.). Hence, a person develops 'personality' by "incorporating within
himself/herself an individual schema that includes both a map of the world and

a plan of action in it."
Group characteristics are shared information available to the "ideal average

member, whose preference in a particular situation is a statistical representation

of the group preference" (Lewin, 1948, 76). According to Mark (2002, 326),
what makes a characteristics cultural is not the nature of the characteristic itself,

but how individuals acquire the characteristic. Language, for example, is a
cultural characteristic because people learn language from other people they

interact with. The language a bee uses to communicate however, is not a cultural

characteristic but a genetic one, because bees acquire their language through their

genes, not by interacting with other bees from whom they learn the language.

In addition to the language a person speaks, technological knowledge, religion,
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occupation, leisure activity, beliefs, and values are all commonly understood to
be characteristics that humans acquire through cultural transmission. Cultural
characteristics are not habits. "Individual habits die with their owners, but it is
a characteristic of culture that persists though its individual bearers are mortal
(Murdock, 1932,204). It is possible to housebreak a dog "teach him tricks, and
implant in him other germs of culture, but he will not transmit them to his
puppies" (Murdock, 1940,365).

In the rest of this chapter I revisit the Amazon River Basin conflict to identify
some characteristics of the indigenous Indians in order to demonstrate the
restructuring methodology in Section 3.1. In Chapter 4, I transfer the analytical
machinery used in the Amazon River Basin to inform on the Tigris-Euphrates
Rivers Basin.

3.3 Amazon River Basin

Riversare complex systems and every river is unique and thus not very easily
classifiable(Hynes, 1975,12). The rocks of the valley "determines the availability
of ions, its soil, its clay, and even its slope. The soil and climate determine the
vegetation, and the vegetation rules the supply of organic matter. The organic
matter reacts with the soil to control the decay of the litter, and hence lie right
at the root of the food cycle." Specific to a river valley is the adaptations of
its riparian communities which creates unique cultural relationships between
the people and the watershed. Even if we loose touch with reality, warns
Hynes, we must not divorce the river from its valley (1975, 12-13). The three
dimensions of culture used to gain insight into the group characteristics of
the Indians are particular to the Amazon River Basin. They also help shed a
bright contextual light on the conflict between the Indians and Peruvian political
leaders. Practitioners. need to select dimensions that are relevant to their water
basin of interest.

3.3.1 Group Properties

Peruvian indigenous Indians have resided in the Peruvian Amazon for cen-
turies. Conca (2006, 73-74) argued that the Amazon rivers are anchors of the
Indian culture that serves as arteries of transportation, "fostering widespread
networks of trade and cultural interaction" among the indigenous people. He
cited Hecht and Cockburn (1990),researchers in the Amazon basin who observed
that indigenous Indians used the waterways to carry out trading relations over
distances of hundreds and even thousands of kilometers, well before the arrival
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of the first Europeans. In response to questions about the potential effects of
the inambari dam, Olga Cutipa, the Vice President of the Carabaya Defense
Coalition (the group that forced the Peruvian government to cancel the lnambari
dam), stated that

"we were born and raised here. There were no roads. Our parents
took us out riding on mules and we ate wild foods. In the summer
we work in artisanal, small-scale mining and save money for the
winter. In the winter, the river floods mining areas, and we use our
savings and also work in agriculture" (Matti,2011).

Ross et al. (2006,16-17) argue that people approach and understand nature
differently. The starting point in the analysis of culture and resource conflict, they
argue, are the "mental models, framework theories such as religion developed
by cultures that provide individuals with some orientation in meaning making."
To determine whether different cultural groups have different mental models,
the authors compared two indigenous farming groups in the tropical rain forest
of the Peten region in Guatemala. For the Itza' Maya, who are indigenous to this
area, the forest represents not a passive resource to be exploited but, rather, an
active player that is responsive to their behavior, While the Ladino indigenous
tribe, migrants to this forest, refer to the forest as "tierra agarrada de nadir,"
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which roughly translates as "land not taken by anyone." The notion of the forest
held by the Ladino tribe contrasts dramatically from that held by the Itza' Maya
tribe, who consider the forest as their home (Ross et al., 2006,18-20).
In an ethnographic study of the Waorani people, indigenous Indians across

the border from Peru in the Ecuadorean Amazon, Robertchek and Robertchek
(1998,118)noted that the "Waorani cultural construction of self and personhood
stresses individualism, autonomy, self reliance, and egalitarianism. Waorani
men and women" are expected to be independent, self-reliant and self-sufficient.
While there is food sharing and cooperation between spouses, among parents
and children, and among siblings, a person's well-being and survival are ulti-
mately his or own responsibility." The implications at the individual level, the
authors argue, is that "Waorani individuals are unwilling to concede authority
to anyone, and no one can be forced to do anything" (119).
The social climate in which a child lives is critical to the formation of mech-

anisms for assigning value (Lewin, 1948;Mark, 2002). In an ultimatum game
bargaining experiment? among the Machiguenga indigenous tribe of the Peru-
vian Amazon, Henrich (2000)found that, contrary to widely held assumptions,
people everywhere may not deploy the same cognitive machinery when making
economic decisions. Consequently, people do not respond similarly when faced
with comparable economic circumstances. He argued that, "as social animals
who acquire many of their behavioral rules, rule calibrations, beliefs, and prac-
tices from other humans via social learning," From these people get their rules,
expectations or notions of fairness. Hence, he argues, "culturally transmitted be-
havioral variation may substantially affect economic decision making" (Henrich,
2000,978).

3.3.2 Past Conflict

The hacienda system of esta te ownership is the starting point of the conflict
between Peruvian political elites and the Peruvian indigenous Indians. Ha-
ciendas are large landed estates that coexisted with tiny plots cultivated by

6\'\1aoraniwomen typically give birth alone and unattended. "When a woman goes into labor,
she cuts a slit in an old hammock and hangs it in the house or at the edge of the forest. She
places some banana leaves on the ground beneath the hammock and, straddling it, delivers the
child herself" (Robertchek and Robertchek, 1998, 119)

'In the ultimatum game, player A offers player B a part of a total sum of money. If player
B accepts the offer then player A gets to keep the remainder. If player B rejects the offer, then
neither player receives anything. Machiguenga proposers offered only 26 percent (mean offers
in Tokyo, Pittsburgh,Yogyakarta, and Tucson are all 44 percent or 45 percent of the total). On
the receiving end, responders from industrial societies often reject offers below 20 percent.
Machiguenga responders, however, almost always accept offers less than 20 percent, and nearly
half of the total offers (10 of 21 offers) were below 20 percent (Henrich, 2000, 976).
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indigenous peasants. This estate structure was introduced by Spanish colonizers,
and it allowed the hacendado (owner of a hacienda) to control the labor of the
indigenous peasants who make up 45 percent of Peru's current population of
29.5 million (CIA, 2012, World Fact Book, 2012). According to Paredes (2008,
5), participation of indigenous Indians in Peruvian politics during most of the
19th century depended on the strength of the hacienda system in a particular
region of Peru. "In areas with a strong presence of haciendas, it is doubtful that
indigenous people were aware of their rights or allowed to exercisethem freely."
The hacienda system of estate ownership was ended in 1978,but Paredes argue
that "neither the military government nor the democratic regime that followed
was able to redefine the institutions of political intermediation between the state
and the countryside once the long-established intermediaries were gone (14)."

3.3.3 Legal Environment

The conflict between the Peruvian Indians and the Peruvian Political leaders
has reshaped the legal environment. In the fall of 2011, President Ollantay
Humala of Peru, signed into law a landmark legislation that mandates the
government to seek Indigenous Peoples' consent before development projects
are allowed in the ancestral land of Indians. With this law, the President said,
"we want to recognize the importance of your voice and listen to it, and treat you
like citizens and not like small children that are never asked or consulted about
anything" (Amazon Watch, 2011,Presidential Speech at Inauguration).

Acoording to Amnesty International (2012),the Consultation with Indige-
nous Peoples Law,which was unanimously approved by the Peruvian congress,
requires government consultations with Indigenous Peoples before companies
can begin projects like digging mines, drilling for oil or building dams. Indige-
nous Peoples must also be consulted before Congress can approve any proposed
law that could affect their rights. In a recent editorial in the Guardian of England,
Cabitza (2011)noted that Peru's new law-on the right of indigenous people to
prior consultation may set a regional precedent in avoiding lengthy legal battles
and, more importantly, "in the prevention and reduction of social conflicts."

3.4 Discussion

Putnam (1988,452) observed long ago that level 1(international) negotiators
are often 'badly misinformed' about level 2 (domestic) issues. Political leaders
often approach the politics of water like a chess game, with an eye into the
future. But strategy is an anticipatory device that "operates in advance to
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structure situations in order to minimize anticipated confrontations" (Leslie,
1972, 711). Water permeates deep into any human culture, and it is hard to
imagine the application of foresight in transboundary river negotiations without
first getting insight into the culture of the riparian interest group.

Hindsight is 20/20, but we have also been told time and time again about
the effectiveness of the TITfor TATstrategy in two player games. Axlerod (1984,
27-55) demonstrated the supremacy of the TIT for TAT strategy in two player
indefinitely repeated prisoner's dilemma game. A player using the strategy of
TIT for TATstarts by cooperating on the first move and doing what the other
player did on the first move. What accounts for the robust success of the strategy
of TIT for TAT,Axlerod argues, "is its combination of being nice, retaliatory,
forgiving and clear. Its niceness prevents it from getting into unnecessary trouble.
Its retaliation discourages the other side from persisting whenever defection is
tried. It's forgiveness helps restore mutual cooperation. And its clarity makes it
intelligible to the other player, thereby eliciting long-term cooperation" (54).

The interaction between the Indigenous Indians and political leaders in Peru
may be considered a two player iterative prisoner's dilemma game, at least
from the perspective of the Indians. Practitioners need to use their capacity
for empathy to understand what triggered the homogenous opposition of the
Indigenous peoples. When practitioners imagine themselves in the shoes of
the Indians, together with the preferences and beliefs of the Indians, it is then
not such a long step to compare their preferences with the preferences of the
Indians (Binmore, 1994,212).From what has been said so far, one can anticipate
the Peruvian indigenous peoples to be very skeptical of any transboundary
agreement. This anticipatory learning exercise is crucial to guiding negotiations
onto the path of interest-based bargaining Path.

The Indians seem to oppose only those agreements that has nothing in it that
benefits indigenous people. When asked what the cancellation of the Inambari
dam, which would have condemned sections of the inter-oceanic highway in
Peru, means for her community, Olga Cutipa, the Vice President of a Peruvian
indigenous group replied;

"It would signify a great achievement for us; it would be a battle won
for our rights and our land. If we win, that will propel us to rno've.
forward to work in our lands. The Inter-Oceanic Highway will be key
for our development; we will be able to transport our crops to other
countries. The regional government of Puno is developing a project
called Plan Selva, and that will help us to support the livestock sector
and agriculture"(Matti, 2011).
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Indigenous Peoples have use for development projects, and they appear to
be open to 'interest-based' bargaining provided they are consulted before the
bulldozers arrive.
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CHAPTER 4

TIGRIS-EUPHRATES RIVERS BASIN

As far back as 1946, Turkey and Iraq recognized that the optimal way to
utilize the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers is to situate dams, reservoirs and other

water projects in Turkey. King Feisal II of Iraq, and President Ismet Inonu of
Turkey signed a 'friendship and neighborly relations' treaty on March 29th, 1946.

Protocol 1 of the treaty states that, "it will probably be found after investiga-
tion that the most suitable sites for the construction of dams and other similar

works, the entire cost of which shall be defrayed by Iraq, lie in Turkish Territory"
(Treaty of Friendship and Neighbourly Relations Between Iraq and Turkey, 1946).
Turkey, unlike the lower riparians, is uniquely positioned to optimally utilize

the waters of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Lorenz (2008) notes that Turkey's
deep valleys, cooler temperatures and fertile soil provide good conditions for

catchment and water diversions. Conversely, desert conditions and high evapo-
ration rates prevail in Iraq, the downstream riparian (Mukdad, 2004). Turkey

has since commenced unilateral construction on the South Eastern Anatolia
Project in Turkish territory, a massive water project that has raised alarms in

downstream riparian states. In the next section I will describe the conflict as
per the problem of implementation of agreement. Then I will analyze using the

developed methodologies.

4.1 South Eastern Anatolia Project (GAP)

One major threat to Iraq's stability and economy is the poor water man-
agement of the Tigris-Euphrates water basin (Whitaker and Varghese, 2010, 1).

The Tigris and Euphrates Rivers originate from the snow-capped mountains of
Eastern Turkey. The Tigris flows straight into Iraq, while the Euphrates twists

and turns through Syria. 8 Both rivers constitute more than half of Iraq's total
water source (Mukdad, 2004). The water dispute in the Tigris-Euphrates water

basin has existed for several decades but it peaked in the 1960's after Turkey's

unilateral development of the portion of the water basin within its borders.

8Syria is also a riparian state in the Tigris-Euphrates river basin, but it is not included for
analysis because the Kurdish domestic group in Syria is not autonomous as is the Iraqi Kurdish
domestic group. Syrian government does not officially acknowledge the existence of its Kurdish
population, which makes up about 10 percent of the population of Syria (UNHCR, 2005).
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Figure 4.6: Map of the Tigris-Euphrates Basin

Turkey's Southeastern Anatolia Project, one of the largest development
projects in the world, plans to build 22 dams and 19hydroelectric power plants
on the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, and their tributaries within Turkey. The
project also plans to build numerous irrigation canals that will deliver water
to over 1.7 million hectares of Agricultural land in Turkey (United States De-
partment of Agriculture, 2011).According to Mukdad (2004),the total storage
volume of Turkey's dams on the Euphrates, when completed in 2015,is upto 94
billion cubic meter. This volume is three times the average annual discharge of
the Euphrates at the Iraqi border. And the storage capacityofTurkey's reservoirs
on the Tigris is about the average flow of the Tigris River crossing into Iraq.

The context of the water dispute changed after the US-Iraq war of 2003.
Turkey must now deal with Iraq as a democratic state, and the birth of the
autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan introduced a new element into Turkey's
geopolitical calculus. The emergence of an autonomous Kurdish region in Iraq
has raised concerns in Turkey because of the separatist ambitions of Turkish
Kurds (Park, 2004;Faure et al.. 1993,5,137).According to Park, Turkey opposes
extensive Kurdish autonomy in Iraq because it threatens its own (Turkey) do-
mestic stability. More than half of all ethnic Kurds in the world (14million-19
million) live in South Eastern Turkey, the part of Turkey that borders Northern
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Iraq. Turkey is worried that a strong autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan may become a
pole of attraction for its own restive Kurdish population, or that an autonomous
Iraqi Kurdistan might become emboldened enough to lend the Kurds in Turkey
direct support. The worry is that the Kurds in Turkey may garner enough inter-
national sympathy for the idea of wider Kurdish self determination, possibly
leading to a sovereign Kurdish state. Turkey's fears are not unfounded. In a
2007 leadership conference, pro-Kurdish Democratic Society party, DTP, in a
'Democratization and Peace Declaration: called for Kurdish autonomy in Turkey
(Romano, 2007).Most Turks, says Romano, view the Kurdish call for autonomy
and federalism as euphemisms for, or a prelude to secession, and Ankara is well
aware of this danger.

Faure et at. (1993, 137) argue that "the central premise on which the GAP
initiative is predicated is that as long as the rural Southern Turkey, inhabited
by Turkish Kurds, remain poor, the locals will be succeptibleible to Marxist and
nationalistic ideas. Conversely, a thriving economy with many job opportunities
would inhibit the inhabitants from toying with such destabilizing ideas." Unlike
the Amazon River Basin where there is a problem of implementation, it is the
anticipation of the problem that is of concern in the Tigris-Euphrates Water Basin.
And the anticipation of implementation problems merely adds to the difficulties
of reaching agreement in the first place (Scharpf, 1997, 116). I elaborate on this
problem in the next few sections and provide a prescriptive analysis using the
methodology in Section 3.1.

4.1.1 Group Properties

The Kurdish population is divided among Turkey, Iraq, Syria, and Iran, with
Turkey followed by Iraq having the largest population. With a population of
about 35 million, are the largest ethnic group without a state (O'Leary, 2002,
17). After World War 1 and the breakup of the Ottoman Empire, the Kurds were
promised their own country under the terms of the 1920Treaty of Sevres only
to find the offer rescinded under the 1923Treaty of Lausanne. O'Leary (2002)
stated that "the term 'Kurdistan' is widely used in Iraq to refer to the Kurdish
area of northern Iraq and in Iran to refer to the Kurdish area of northwest Iran.
Turkey and Syria, however, avoid this term for political reasons. Most Kurds in
Turkey, Syria and Iraq engage in sheep raising and agriculture, and they inhabit
regions of the Tigris-Euphrates water basin that are most fertile and suitable for
agriculture.
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4.1.2 Past Conflict

Iraqi Kurds, numbering about 4 million, gained autonomous status after the
2003US-Iraqwar in which Saddam Hussein was overthrown. Prior to this time,
the Iraqi Regime of Saddam Hussein pursued a genocidal campaign against the
Kurds because of their (Kurds) fight for self determination (O'Leary, 2002,24).
InApril 1991, following the March uprising of Kurds in the north against the
central government, Iraqi Kurdistan was divided into two parts. Relying on UN
SecurityCouncil Resolution 688,military forces from eleven countries, including
the United States and Turkey, implemented Operation Provide Comfort to give
security and humanitarian assistance to refugees in camps along the Iraq-Turkey
border. This established a Kurdish safe haven, and the northern no-fly zone in
Iraq were established in this context (19). It is after this experience that Iraqi
Kurdistan became an autonomous region in Iraq.

4.1.3 Legal Environment

In a legal review of the proposed Iraqi Kurdistan Constitution, Kelly (2010,
62-64)stated that "the Kurds cleverly pressed for certain provisions in the federal
constitution that, when activated, would secure for them an even greater share
of sovereignty." The constitution of Iraq was written and passed during the
administration of Ambassador Paul Bremer, the U.s appointed administrator of
Iraq after the invasion in 2003. Kelly argues that unlike the Shia and Sunnis, the
Kurds in Iraq presented a unified front and ensured that the Constitution that
was passed granted Iraqi Kurdistan strong autonomy. One consequence of this
is an Iraqi federal government that does not have enough authority to discharge
its responsibility with regards to managing Iraqi water resources.'The following
is an excerpt by Massoud Barzani, current president of the Kurdish regional
government, describing his position during the writing of the Constitution of
Iraq:

Barzani ... "it is true: the Kurds kept everything the transitional
Administrative Law gave them, and made new gains with respect
to a further weakening of the jurisdiction of the federal government
(Kelly,2010,21)"

The Federal Constitution of Iraq grants to the central government the au-
thority to formulate foreign policy and diplomatic representation; negotiating,
signing, and ratifying international treaties and agreements (Iraqi Constitution,
article 10section 1). In section eight of the same article, the federal government
is granted the authority over 'Planning policies relating to water sources from
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Table 4.2: Ordinal utility representation of preferences for Turkey (Tk), Iraq (Ir),
and Iraqi Kurds (IrK).

Player

Preference Tk lr IrK

First choice W W* S

Second choice W* W W*

Third choice S S W

outside Iraq, and guaranteeing the rate of water flow to Iraq and its (external
water resources) just distribution inside Iraq in accordance with international
laws and conventions." However, Article 114section two states that "the federal
government and the regional governments shall share the authority to regulate
the main sources of electricenergy and its distribution." Section seven states that
the federal government and regional governments share the authority "to for-
mulate and -regulate the internal water resources policy in a way that guarantees
their just distribution and this shall be regulated by law."

4.2 Discussion

The same analytical model developed in Chapter 2 for the analysis of the
Amazon case is also employed here. In this case, the domestic interest group is
the autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan, whose power relation to the Iraqi state differs
from that of the indigenous Indians to the Peruvian state. However, one can
still construct a preference matrix in order to determine the order of votes that is
more likely to prevent the problem of implementation of agreement. Figure 4.2
is a preference matrix for Turkey, Iraq and the Iraqi Kurds, where:

W - "weak autonomy for Iraqi Kurdistan "
W*- "Water security for Iraq9"
5 - "strong autonomy for Iraqi Kurdistan"

Turkey prefers a weak Iraqi Kurdistan (relative to the Iraqi federal government)
because a weak Iraqi Kurdistan is less helpful to the 17million Kurds in Turkey

9According to the United Nations, water security is used to mean access to affordable and
potable water; protection from floods, landslides, draught and other water related natural
disasters; and protection of the environment.
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that have demonstrated a desire for autonomy from Turkey. Turkey's second
choice can be assumed to be 'water security for Iraq" for two reasons. First,
Turkey's need for a 'good neighbor' reputation because of Turkey's ambition
to join the European Union. Second, a transboundary agreement that provides
water security to Iraq, also strengthens the institutional capacity of Iraq's nascent
federal government. Only sovereign states can sign transboundary agreements,
but two major wars in the last two decades (Gulf war and 'operation Iraqi
Freedom') has weakened the institutional capacity of the Iraqi state (Mukdad,
2004; Whitaker and Varghese, 2010). In particular, Iraqi federal government
lacks the capacity to carry out the necessary hydrologic investigation and data
collection that precedes a transboundary agreement (Mukdad, 2004).Hence, for
Turkey we have that W >-Tk l¥' r r» S.

Iraq's impending water scarcity problems coupled with the effectof two wars
on its water infrastructure suggests that Iraq prefers 'water security for Iraq'
to 'weak autonomy for Iraqi Kurdistan to 'strong autonomy for Iraqi Kurds'
(W' >- lr W >- t- S). A strong Iraqi federal government (relative to autonomous
Iraqi Kurdistan) is not attractive to the Kurdswho have demonstrated a desire
for a strong autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan. Hence, for the Iraqi Kurds we have
that S >- i-« W' >- t-tc W, which is consistent with the revealed preference of
Iraqi Kurds. As in the Amazon case, we now proceed to take a 'vote' over a
proposed transboundary river agreement with the restriction that two players
vote first. There are three cases:

a. Turkey and Iraqi Political Leaders vote first (Tk and Ir)

From the preference matrix in Table 4.1 we see that after Iraq and Turkey cast
their votes and it is the turn of the Iraqi Kurds to vote, any proposal that empow-
ers the Iraqi federal state relative to the autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan is not likely
to be ratified by the Iraqi Kurds. But such a proposal is exactly what Turkey most
prefers in order to be confident that Iraq will not default, albeit involuntarily,
when a transboundary river agreement is signed. This scenario appears to lead
to the problem of implementation agreement.

b. Iraq and Iraqi Kurdistan vote first (Ir and IrK)

The problem under this scenario is that Iraq must now reconcile its preference,
and the preference of Iraqi Kurdistan with Turkey's preference. As stated before,
the same agreement must be signed in the international negotiations (Turkeyand
Iraq) and the domestic ratification process (Iraq and Iraqi Kurds). BecauseTurkey
and Iraqi Kurdistan have first preferences that.seem contradictory, any proposed
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transboundary agreement that Iraq presents to Turkey is sure to be reopened.
And reopening of agreement invalidates previously obtained ratification from
Iraqi Kurdistan. Secondly, as in the Amazon case, negative reverberation is a
cause of concern. As Putnam (1988,456) put it "cognitive balance theory sug-
gests that international pressure is more likely to reverberate negatively if its
source is generally viewed by domestic audiences as an adversary rather than
an ally. A comparison of the first preferences of Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan
suggests that both players may not perceive the other as an ally.

c. Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan (Tk and IrK)

The three advantages of this voting order that we identified in the Amazon
case are also present here. First, Iraq can use the revealed preferences of Turkey
and Iraqi Kurdistan to construct or adjust its own preference, so that the trans-
boundary river agreement that it proposes has high likelihood to pass interna-
tionally and also win ratification domestically. Second is the issue of cost of
'no-agreement.' When the Kurds are the last to vote, there is no cost to them
for voting 'no-agreement.' No-agreement is the status quo, and it need not be
changed except, according to Table4.1, it increases the strength of autonomous
Iraqi Kurdistan. Third, Iraq can use the revealed preference of Iraqi Kurdistan
to create alternatives, so that instead of A and 'no-agreement,' we have A or
B or 'no-agreement.' I repeat Putnam's example for the sake of clarity. If 45
percent Iraqi Kurds rank these A >- no-agreement ;- B,45percent rank them B ;-
no-agreement ;- A, and 10percent rank them B >- A ;- no-agreement, then both
A and B are alternatives that would be ratified if presented for Iraqi Kurdistan
vote, even though Bwould win in a simple Level 2 only game. On the other
hand, if 90 percent rank the alternatives A ;- no-agreement ;- B,while 10percent
still rank them B ;- A >- no-agreement, then only A would be ratified if presented
for Iraqi Kurdistan vote.

All things been equal, the likelihood of the problem of implementation of
agreement in the Tigris-Euphrates Rivers basin is minimized when the third
voting order above prevails. Our approach is comprehensive in the sense that
we have used the revealed preferences of Turkey, Iraq, and Iraqi Kurdistan to
gain insight into the nature of their future vote. It is an error to separate Turkey'S
concern about the separatist ambitions of the Kurds in Iraq and in Turkey from
its (Turkey) geographical advantage as an upstream riparian on the Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers. Put simply, the former is a potential threat to the state of
Turkey, and the latter is a significant component of Turkey's overall geopolitical
power. The old adage that instructs us to use what we have to get what we want
is very much true here.
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Water that is external to Iraq, becomes internal after it crosses the Iraqi border.
Turkey has long maintained that the problem of water in Iraq is a one of poor
water management. And the separatist ambitions of the Kurds, demonstrated by
their desire for a weak Iraqi state, is grounds for Turkey to worry. A transbound-
ary river agreement commits Turkey, while Iraq, owing to its recent adoption
of democracy, may not have the capacity to prevent involuntary default. The
strength of the Kurdish culture coupled with the experience of the Kurdish peo-
ple in Iraq, produces a sense of nationalism among the Kurds that weakens their
attachment to the Iraqi state. Hence, what constitutes water' development' for
Iraqi Kurdistan may not coincide with Iraq's own national water management
plan.
Iraq's most viable option to mitigating its water problems may be to negotiate

water transfer schemes with Turkey since most the infrastructure required al-
ready exists or is under construction in Turkey's GAP Project. This is beneficial to
both Turkey and Iraq because the Kurds, at the moment, are still an autonomous
region, and only sovereign states can sign transboundary agreements. However,
Iraq, due to the severity of its water scarcity problems, does not have much time
before it will need to open negotiations with Turkey. If Iraq waits until it must to
negotiate with Turkey,then Iraq will have situated itself at the mercy of Turkey's
hydropower.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

The problem of implementation of transboundary river agreements is a phe-
nomena that lies at the intersection of international relations and national prefer-
ence. Political leaders must simultaneously negotiate a international agreement
with another sovereign state, and also negotiate for the international agreement
to be ratified by a domestic riparian interest group. It is sometimes desirable
to have the problem of implementation of agreement in order for the displaced
riparian communities to get a second opportunity to bargain for adequate com-
pensation. But transboundary river agreements may also be used to achieve
major development objectives such as creating roads and access to health care
that improve the living conditions of indigenous and rural peoples.
I have used a three player non-cooperative game model and two case studies,

Amazon Rivers Basin and Tigris-Euphrates Rivers Basin to diagnose and analyze
the problem of implementation of transboundary river agreements. Revealed
Preference theory was used to construct a preference matrix for the players.
And 'voting' was implemented within the current framework of international
water law. The primary contribution of this thesis is that, assuming the domestic
interest group(s) will honestly reveal its preference during transboundary river
negotiations, then the likelihood of implementation of a transboundary river
agreement is.higher, all things been equal, when the preferences of the domes-
tic interest group(s) are incorporated into the proposed transboundary water
development projects.
However, if honest domestic group preference can not be obtained, then

restructuring of negotiations can reduce the likelihood of the problem of im-
plementation of transboundary agreement. A methodology for restructuring
transboundary river negotiations was demonstrated using the Amazon Basin
and the Tigris-Euphrates Basin case study. River systems are unique, and water
permeates deep into the culture of all riparian communities. Restructuring a
transboundary river negotiation involves learning about the culture and group
properties of riparian communities in order to gain insight into the group dy-
namics and group preferences.
Practitioners need to use their capacity for empathy to anticipate what may

trigger the homogenous opposition of a domestic interest group. Empathetic
preferences are created when we put ourselves in other people's shoes and see
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things from their point of view Binmore (1994, 56). Moreover, the capacity for
empathy requires guidance and direction so that one imagines oneself in the
'shoe' of the other party that maximizes value creation. Practitioners need to
focus on the 'value-creation' process during transboundary river negotiations
with domestic interest groups. These are the processes of exploring mutually
beneficial agreements, improving them jointly, securing and sustaining them,
and preventing escalation. As Sebenius stated two decades ago, 'the manner by
which parties try to create value normally influences the allocation of that value,
or how it is claimed, and the strategies that tend to be effective in claiming value
tend to be highly dysfunctional for creating value (Sebenius, 1992,336).
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An Agreement Between the Government of the Federal Republic of Brazil and
the Government of the Republic of Peru for Electricity Supply to Peru and

Export of the Excess to Brazil

The government of the Republic of Peru

And

The government of the Federal Republic ofBrazil

(From now on denominated the "parties")

Considering:

The memorandum of agreement for the establishment of a permanent mixed
commission in energetic, geologic and ofmining material between the minister
of energy and mines of the republic of Peru, and the minister of mines and
energy of the federal republic of Brazil. Signed in Brasilia on November 9, 2006,

The reunion of the permanent mixed commission in energetic, geologic and of
mining material celebrated in the city of Lima on August 28, 2007, that created
the ad hoc working committee of energetic integration with the objective of
working on a proposal of bilateral agreement to develop studies about the
potential of energetic integration between the parties, including hydroelectric
projects for the export of electric energy from Peru to Brazil;

The agreement of energy integration between the minister of energy and mines
of the republic of Peru and the minister of mines and energy of the federal
republic of Brazil, signed in Lima, on May 172008, which objectives include
developing studies about the potential of energy integration betweenthe two
countries, evaluating hydroelectric projects for the export of energy from Peru to .
Brazil, and the normative regulatory framework of each country, and examine
the implementation of projects of bordering electric connections, between others;

The joint press release by the presidents of the federal republic of Brazil, Luis
Inacio Lula da Silva, and of the republic of Peru, Allan Garcia Perez, on May 17,
2008, on the occasion of official visit of the President of the federal republic of
Brazil to Peru, in which the leaders prioritized amongst others, the electric
interconnection of the bilateral agenda and reaffirmed the determination of the
respective governments in promoting higher integration in the energy field,
especially in electricity interconnection;

The memorandum of understanding between the minister of energy and mines
of the republic of Peru and the minister of mines and energy of the federal
republic of Brazil, signed April 28, 2009, with the objective of developing studies



of the viability for the electric interconnection between the two countries for the
export of energy from Peru to Brazil, and for the supply of electric energy to the
Peruvian market, related with the projects that was prioritized previously by the
parties, linked to the energy integration agreement between both ministries,
signed on May 17,2008;

The joint press release by 'the presidents of the federal republic of Brazil, Luis
Inacio Lula da Silva, and of the republic of Peru, Allan Garcia Perez, on April 28,
2009,with the occasion of the visit to Brazil of the president of the republic of
Peru in the city of RioBranco, in the state of Acre, in which the leaders, among
others, ratified their interest in energy integration between the two countries,
instructed the participant ministries in the sense that they elaborate a bilateral
instrument which establishes the necessary conditions for the electric integration
and highlighted the importance of promoting the electric interconnection
between the locations of the common border, in the spirit of fortifying the links
between the bordering communities and improving quality of life;

The commitment assumed by the presidents of the two states in the presidential
meeting that took place on December 11,2009 in the city of Lima, in which they
assigned to the respective ministries of energy of Peru and of Brazil to present a
common project that promotes the development of hydroelectric dams in
Peruvian territory for the production of electric energy to attend to the local
demand of Peru .and the export of electric energy to Brazil;

The accomplishments in the technical reunions made by the ministry of energy
and mines of the republic of Peru and the ministry of mines and energy of the
federal republic of brazil with the purpose of defining the technical aspects and
the regulatory framework necessary for the said projects guided to the
prioritized supply of electricity to Peru and the export of the excess potential and
electric energy associated to Brazil; and

The importance of the sustainable development and the will advancing energy
integration that generates major benefits to both parties, particularly to the local
communities, conserving the environment and handling efficiently the
hydrological resources,

Agreed

Article 1
Declaration

It is of mutual interest to the parties the development of energy infrastructure
necessary to the prioritized supply of electricity to Peru and the export of the
excess electricity to Brazil, in the context of sustainable development for the
viable interconnection of the electric system of both countries,
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Article 2
Object

1. The object of the present agreement is establishing the legal framework
that provides the development of necessary infrastructure in Peruvian
territory for the production of electricity destined to the internal market
and the export of the excess potential and electric energy associated to
Brazil with the objective of viable interconnection between the national
interconnected system of the parties.

2. The excess of potential and electric energy destined for export to the
Brazilian market will be defined by the Peruvian state according to the
agreement in section "c," number 5, in article 3 of the present agreement.

Article 3
General Framework

The parties agree to establish the following general framework for the
development of infrastructure of hydroelectric generation located in Peruvian
territory, hereby denominated" centrales Generacion," and the transmission of
the associated electricity, hereby denominated "Lineas de Transmision":

a. The accumulated capacity of all the center for generation that can be
engaged for the export to brazil will be a maximum of 6000MWplus a 20
.percent tolerance;

b. The potential and electrical energy associated to each one of the
generation station, destined to covering the necessities of the Peruvian
market and to the export of excess to the Brazilian electric market, will
commit respecting the following order: 1.The regulatory Peruvian
market, 2. Peruvian free market, 3.The Brazilian market

c. To determine the quantity of potential and electric energy associated to
the generation stations, that will commit to each one of the markets
previously mentioned in section b of the present article will have to
proceed according to the following
1. The heads of the project of the generation stations will provide to the

ministry of energy and mines of Peru the technical information of the
project in the form and opportunity that this establishes

2. The Peruvian state, previous to the granting of the definitive
concession and according to the studies and reports, will establish the
quantity of potential and associated electric energy destined to the
Peruvian regulatory market and the corresponding prices for a lasting
period of 30 years.

3. The heads of the projects of the generation centers will make public
processes of the offer with the objective of determining the quantity of
potential and associated electrical energy that will be committed to the
Peruvian free market. The procedure to follow will be established by
the Peruvian state

4. Once defined the potential and associated electric energy that will be
destined to the Peruvian regulatory and free markets conjunctly with
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the re respective prices and the expectation of the prices of export, the
projects will only take place in the case that they have been proven
technically, economically, and socially viable.

5. From the quantity of potential and associated electric energy
committed to the Peruvian market according to the numbers 2 and 3
already mentioned, the Peruvian state will define the values of the
excess of potential and associated electric energy, these values will
appear in the concession contracts of the generation centers which will
remain permanent for a period of 30 years and they will be committed
towards the export to the Brazilian market for the same period counted
since the starting of the supply to Brazil.

6. The concessions of the generation centers, by means of agents of
exports and / or import of electric energy of the Brazilian market will be
able to sell them in the auction of electricity in the regulatory market of
Brazil for a period of 30years according to the rules and requirements
of the legal process until the limit of quantity of potential and
associated electrical energy defined to conform with article U5U

mentioned previously by the ministry of mines and energy of the
republic of Brazil, in function to the feasibility studies of potential and
associated electric energy.

7. The committee of economic operation of the national interconnected
electric system of Peru, hereby COES,will dispose and dispatch of the
generation centers in a form that complies with the assignment of
potential and associated electric energy committed with the
exportation to Brazil.

d. For the development, construction and operation of the generation centers
and the transmission lines located in Peruvian territory, it will be
necessary to obtain from the Peruvian state concessions of hydroelectric
generation and transmission, which will be awarded for a period of 30
years plus the years that are required for the construction of the
generation centers. In accordance with the respective concession contracts,
by the deadline of the said period, they must be transferred to the
Peruvian state without any charges the electric rights and property of
infrastructure; .

e. The cost of installation of the transmission lines that will be built to
connect the generation centers with the Brazilian electric system, as well
as the charges derived from the use of the Brazilian transmission system,
will be defrayed by the seller in the auction of electricity for the Brazilian
market, according to the prescription of the national interconnected
system of Brazil;

f. Thecost of installation of the transmission lines that will be built to
connect the generation centers with the Peruvian electric system will be
assumed by the Peruvian electric market following the prescription of the
Guaranteed system of transmission; .

g. The heads of the generation centers and the transmission lines will be
subject to the same charges and obligations that are applied to the other
generators and transmitters in Peru; and

h. The previous points will have to be complied with without prejudice to
the stated conditions of article 9 of the present agreement.
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Article 4
Agreement of the Parties

For the compliance of the present agreement, both parties commit to:

a. Fix, in the necessary cases, the respective legal framework and technical
norms, and also promote solutions for the infrastructure implementation
in the context of sustainable development.

b. Promote commercial and operational agreements between the COES,
ONS, and the CCEEunder the supervision of the ministries of energy and
mines of the republic of Peru and mines and energy of the republic of
Brazil, for the coordination, programming and operation of international
electricity transactions.

c. Promote the technical cooperation between the COESand Empresa the
Pesquisa Energetica - EPE, under the supervision of the ministries of energy
and mines of Brazil and Peru for the exchange of information with focus
on studies of electric energy that will be necessary to validate the
interconnection of the electric systems of both parties.

d. The government of the republic of Peru will improve the necessary norms
to ensure that the energy of the generation centers assigned to the
Peruvian regulatory market will be distributed between the distribution
enterprises of electric energy.

Article 5
Technical Cooperation

The parties commit to carry out cooperation programs in the fields of
professional training, technological exchange and specialized technical assistance
oriented to the planning of sustainable development of hydroelectric projects,
integrated and sustainable management of the water basin, operations of the
interconnected electrical systems, amongst others, to which the parties will
assign the corresponding resources.

Article 6
Excess of the Temporary Offer

The government of the republic of Peru and the government of the federal
republic of Brazil will be able to commercialize the temporary excesses of the
offer of the potential and electric energy that may arise in there respective
electrical systems to which the parties will have to establish specific procedures
as required.

Article 7
Emergency Situations
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1. In emergency conditions, including hydrological or situations that may be
hazardous to the security of electric supply to the markets of Peru and
Brazil, both conjectural situations, the parties will be able to change the
values of the export of committed electricity, taking into account the
energy security of Peru and Brazil. In which case the parties will agree to
the extraordinary temporary conditions that will be applied to these cases
and also the corresponding compensations.

2. For the sake of the previous paragraph 1 and before the exportation of
electric energy to Brazil starts, the ministries of mines and energy of Peru
and Brazil,will define together the emergency conditions.

Article 8
Generation Sufficiency

1. The Peruvian state must permanently ensure a margin of reserve no less
than 30 percent in order to have a generation capacity to attend in a safe
manner to the internal market and the commitments of exportation.

2. In order to comply with what was established in the previous paragraph,
the ministry of energy and mines of the republic of Peru will plan for the
necessities of future provisions and it will implement the bidding for
energy and potential that will result necessary to ensure the construction
of the corresponding generation infrastructures, as well as the adequate
assignment between the distribution enterprises for the public electricity
service.

Article 9
Sustainable Development

All the activities that are carried out for the purpose of this agreement,
including the operation, construction, and planning stages, and the
closing of infrastructure referred to in article 2 of the present agreement,
will take place in a sustainable development context and considering the
environmental standards that are required by the legal bodies of each
party, including international agreements adopted by the parties.

Article 10
Specific Norms

The ministries of mines and energy of Peru and federal republic of Brazil will
process the approval of the specific norms that will be required for the
implementation of the present agreement.

Article 11
Solution to Controversies

Any misunderstanding relative to the interpretation and execution of this
agreement or its terms will be resolved in a diplomatic, friendly, and consensual
way.
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Article 12
Duration

The present agreement will have lasting period of 50 years.

Article 13
Amendments

All the amendments to this agreement will be made by mutual decision, written
and through a diplomatic way. The amendments will enter into force in
accordance to the established procedures in article 15of the present agreement.

Article 14
Complaint

1. The present agreement will be denounced by any of the parties through
the diplomatic channels after 15years of its effective entrance into force. In
case of a complaint, this will take effect 30 days after formally receiving
the corresponding notification.

2. In case of a complaint, the parties commit to guarantee the compliance of
their commitments already assumed and the conditions for the
compliance of the signed contracts, including their concessions for the
exportation of energy from Peru to Brazil, with reference to section c,
number 5, of article 3 of the present agreement.

Article 15
Entrance into Force

The present agreement will enter into force on the date of the reception of the last
notification, through a diplomatic way, in which the parties will communicate
about the culmination of the internal normative procedures for its entrance into
force.

Subscribed in Manaos on June 16,2010into original copies in Portuguese and
Spanish being both equally authentic and valid.

For the government of the Federal Republic of Brazil

For the Government of the Republic of Peru

This document was translated with the assistance Mau Rebolledo and Rodrigo
Aviles both of Red Rock Community College, Lakewood, Colorado.
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